
ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS IN BANACH SPACES

E. F. WH1TTLESEY

Introduction. In [l] and [5] differential calculus is developed for

(real or complex) Banach spaces in a dimension-free manner with

scarcely more ado than in the 1-dimensional case. Our purpose is to

demonstrate that a similar treatment, without reference to dimension,

is available for analytic functions (real or complex Banach spaces)

with equal simplicity. In case the domain or range is Rn or Cn the

theory comprehends the classic one; but we need no polycylinders.

We shall not write a treatise, but merely set up the basic defini-

tions, derive a few classic theorems, and mention one or two points

of caution. The reader will find further similar generalizations and de-

tails easy (not the fundamental theorem of algebra, to be sure) using

some of the standard techniques of our references. We suppose more

or less familiarity with those references and we shall use the notation

of [l] and [5]. Cl A will denote the closure of A ; Int A the interior

of A. C"or C(D: F),» = l, • • • , °o, a, denotes the class of maps with

domain D and image in Y of continuous differentiability class

» = 1, • • • , oo, and n = a means analytic. X and F denote Banach

spaces, D an open set in A. Ar(x) stands for the open ball, center x,

radius r. A diffeomorphism f: D—*f(D)QY is a homeomorphism of

class O, with/'(x) a topological isomorphism for each x (in D). We

shall obtain, among other results, the inverse and implicit function

theorems for analytic functions without reference to dimension or

scalar field.

Let x, Xi, • • • , x„GA and c„ a continuous, symmetric, «-linear

map of X" into F, i.e. a„QL"(X: Y). In a„(xi, • • • , x„), we can re-

strict the x,- to the diagonal, i.e. to be equal; an(x, • • • fx) will be

abbreviated anx". A power series in x with values in F is a series of

the form En-o ^nXn, where o0 is a point of F. A power series with

only a finite number of terms is a polynomial, E*-o o-kxk. If a„^0,

then the polynomial has degree n. (The function an is 0 iffjt vanishes

identically on the diagonal, since the «th derivative of a„xn is n\an.)

Theorem. If Eo° anXn converges, or if the terms are only bounded,

and if z=tx, t scalar, \t\ <1, then Ea»2" converges absolutely.

Proof. The terms \anxn\ are bounded, say ^K. Then \anzn\

= \anxn\ \t\n^K\t\n. Whence absolute convergence, q.e.d.
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Consequently, for each direction x, if the series converges in that

direction at all, there is a real number rx>0, such that if z = tx,

t scalar, Ea»z" converges absolutely for \z\ <rx, and diverges for

\z\ >rx. Of course, Ea*xn converges for x = 0.

We consider now the case that EIa» I I x» I n converge for some

Xof^O. Then, of course, Ea«x" converges absolutely and uniformly

for | x| = I Xo|, and the sum is a continuous function. We say a func-

tion f(x), defined in a neighborhood of a point x0, is analytic at Xo if it

coincides with a convergent power series Eo' a«(x —x0)n such that

Eo° I an\ \x—Xo\n converges for x near x0. / is analytic on an open set

D if it is analytic at each point of D.

If one differentiates anxn one obtains an' (xn) (A) = E"«o an(xkhxn~k~l)

= nanxn~1h, since an is symmetric. Thus a„'x" = «aBxn-1 (last argu-

ment is omitted). Similarly for higher derivatives: c„"xn

= «(« — l)<x„xn-2, • • • , a„n)xn = n\an, and ank)xn = 0, A>«. Now

a„'(xB)(A) =«a„xB~1A is a specialization to the diagonal of the map

nan(xi, • • • , x„_i, A) which is (« —l)-linear, continuous, symmetric

in the Xi's. We have |«a„(xi, • • • , x„_i, A)| ̂ «|a„| YL"~l lx»l \n\-
Thus |a„'| ^»|a„|,o» being that (w-l)-linear map in the x¿'s which

is linear in A. Similarly, {a^l ^«(« —1) • • • (« —A + l)|a„|, l=A^w.

Theorem. If f(x) = Eô5 an(x —x0)B has radius r>0, then f(x) is

analytic at any point X\ in Nr(x0), f(x) = ^,t„0bk(x—xi)k, and the

radius there is =r— Ixi—x0|, and

«°    /n _L ¡¡\

°k =  E ( ) 0~n+k(Xl — Xo)n.
n-0 \     «     /

Proof. Essentially the same as in the real case.

Theorem. If E<T la»| |x—x0|B converges for |x—Xo| <r, then the

function f(x) = Eo° an(x—Xo)n has a derivative at any point x such that

\x—Xo\ <r, which isf'(x) = E" nan(x —Xo)B-\and the new series con-

verges for \x—x0| <r, as does E" n\an\ |x—x0|B_1.

Proof. The real series Ela»l'n and Ewlö»l'n_1 have the same

radius. Obviously,/'(x0) =ßi. Expand/(x) about Xi, where |xi—x0|

<r, by the preceding, get f(x) = ^2^0bk(x—xi)k. But, by the pre-

ceding remark,/'(xi) =&i, and

00 /» + 1\ °°

¿i = E ( ) a»+i(xi - *o)B = E «0n(*i - *o)B_1.      q.e.d.
n-0 \     «     / n-1

So analyticity implies of class O, and observe that/(x0) =c0, • • • ,

fM(xo)=n\an. We call the radius of convergence of the real series
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2¿° |a„|íB the radius of the series 2a« (x—x0)n. We shall not be

concerned here with points outside that sphere of convergence where

the series may converge. (See [3, Chapter XXVI].) If the domain X

happens to be Rn or C" ( = CX • • • XC, « factors, C the complex

field), and if one uses the multilinearity of the coefficients, and the

standard base for Rn or C, one obtains the classic form of a power

series in several real or complex variables (values complex, or Banach-

valued, whatever Y may be). We leave it to the reader to verify that

if 21a«I \x\n converges in a neighborhood of the origin, in Rn or C"

then the series obtained in "several variables" from ^anXn which

corresponds, also converges, absolutely, in a polycylinder about the

origin, and conversely; (we do not assert that the domains coincide;

we assert that convergence of one near the origin guarantees that the

other converges in a neighborhood of the origin). The proof is ele-

mentary and requires only the definition of norm of a multilinear

function. In particular, the computation shows that the sense of

entire function (having infinite radius) is the same for both.

Theorem. If an analytic function, f(x) = ^¿° an(x—x0)n vanishes

near x0, then aB = 0, for all n.

Proof. For simplicity, let x0 = 0. By continuity, a0 = 0. Then

—aix=^î=ïak+ixk+1 near the origin. Replace x by tx, t scalar,

0< |*| <1, obtain -aix= XX1 ak+ixk+1tk. The right side ->0 with t.

Hence aix = 0. But x is arbitrary near 0. So aix = 0, all x, i.e. ai = 0.

Similarly, a2x2 = 0, all x, so a2 = 0. Continue inductively, q.e.d. (Note

that just the convergence of ^anxn is needed, not absolute, or that of

Ekl 1*1*0
Corollary (Identity Theorem for Power Series). If two ana-

lytic functions, f(x) = ^an(x —x0)n and g(x) = ^bn(x — x0)n coincide

near x0, then a„ = bn all «. (Observe that all that is needed is that two series

coincide, on every line through x0 (real or complex), on an infinite point

set accumulating at Xo.)

Theorem. The composition of analytic functions is analytic. Pre-

cisely: if g: D—>E, andf: E-+Z are analytic, D open in X, E open in Y,

then f g is analytic. In fact, if Nr(x0) C.D and g(x) = ^2an(x—x0)n has

radius Sir, and N,(y0)CE, and f(y) = ^2bm(y—y0)m has radius ^s,

and gNr(xo) QN.ijo) and g(x0)=y0, then the series expansion fg(x)

= Eö" ck(x—XoY is obtainable from that for f(y) and g(x) by substitu-

tion of that for g(x) for y, i.e. of g(x)—g(x0) for y—yo, and collection

of terms of common degree, and the radius of the new series in x—x0 is

at least r.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the scalar case. The constant term

is Co = bo- The first degree term is ci(x — x0) =bi oai(x—x0). The sec-

ond is c2(x—xo)2 = b2(ai(x—Xo), ai(x—Xo))+bioa2(x — Xo)2, which we

write (b2al+bia2)(x — Xo)2, etc.

Theorem. ///: D—>Hï ^»> then f is analytic iff all its coordinates

areand,then,iff(x) = J^mam(x—x0)m,/,(x) =pif(x) = Emp.ûm(x—x0)m

= E™ ûmi(x-x0)m andf(x) = Em=o (ZXi am,)(x-x0)m.

The proof is trivial, since projection, pi, is continuous linear.

Theorem. If f and g are analytic on an open convex set D and if they

coincide on a nonempty open subset S of D, then they coincide on D.

Proof. Letxbe in 5,yinZ),and/í(í)=/(x+í(y—x))—g(x-f/(y—x)),

t real. This is an analytic function of t in a neighborhood of [0, 1].

fe(0) = 0, and h is analytic near 0, so vanishes on an interval [0, r)

in [0, l], so, by continuity, in [0, r]. Let b = sup such r. Suppose b<i.

By analyticity at b, since h is 0 just below b, h is 0 just above b, i.e.

in a neighborhood of b. Contradiction. So b = 1.

Corollary. If f(x) = ^lan(x — Xo)n and g(x) = ^bn(x—Xo)n are

analytic for |x—x0| <r, and if they coincide on an open subset of Nr(x0),

then an = bn, for every n.

Corollary. Iff and g are analytic in a region D and coincide on a

nonempty open subset of D, then they coincide throughout D.

Proof. Let Cbe the domain of coincidence. Int C is not empty and

is open in D. If x0 is a point of closure of Int C in D, then, since/

and g are analytic at Xo, hence have expansions about x0 with some

common radius r>0, and since they coincide on an open subset of

NT(x0), hence on A^xo), they coincide on Nr(x0)r\D. So x0 is in Int C.

That is, Int C is closed in D. Since D is connected, Int C = D. q.e.d.

We observe that if Ea«(x — xo)n 1S analytic, with radius r, and

values in Y, and if h„: Y-+Z is a sequence of continuous linear maps

of bounded norm, \hn\ ÛK, then ^hn o a„(x—x0)n is analytic and

has radius r (values in Z).

Theorem. If X and Y are topologically isomorphic Banach spaces,

T(X: Y) the subspace of L(X: Y) of topological isomorphisms, the in-

version map í:T(X: Y)—*T(Y:X)C.L(Y:X) is an analytic diffeo-

morphism.

Proof. T(X: F) is open in L(X: Y), and nonempty by supposition.

In [l] or [S] i is shown to be a C°° diffeomorphism. Virtually the same
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proof shows analyticity: let gQT(X: Y) be fixed, and/ in L(X: Y),

3|/-g| <l/|g"1|- Then \(f-g)g~l\ <L so l + (f-g)g~l is a topo-

logical automorphism of F, so (i + (f—g)g~1)g—f is a topological iso-

morphism of A on F. Its inverse is/_1 = g_1(l + (/—g)g-1)_1 = g-1

E:=o (-D"((/-íí)r1)n= E»% (-l^-KCf-gk-1)". But the series
ElZ-gHir1!""1"1 converges for |/-g| <l/|g_1|. q.e.d.

We assume the Inverse Function Theorem as proved in [5] for

diffeomorphisms of class C", » = 1, • • • , a> and extend it here to

analytic diffeomorphisms.

Theorem. Iff: D^-Y is an analytic diffeomorphism, then f~l:f(D)
—*D is analytic.

Proof. We may suppose OGP, and/(0)=0, y=/(x) =aix+a2x2

+ • • • . Then/'(0) =ai is a topological isomorphism. Multiplying by

/'(0)-1, we may suppose ai=l = identity, i.e. y = x+a2x2 + • • • . If

x=/-1(y) (which is C°° by the Inverse Function Theorem in the

differentiable case) is analytic at 0, then x = y-f-&2y2-r- • • ■ and

El M I y I * converges for \y\ <r for some r>0, and the coefficients

may be determined by recursion (much as in the scalar case); for

we can substitute one series in the other, and get &2= — a2, etc. The

remainder of the proof now follows the classic one of Cauchy, see

Knopp [4, pp. 186-190], where one must substitute however our vec-

tor series y = x+o2x2+ • • • and x = y+62y2+ • • • for his real (or

complex) series, but otherwise copy that proof; in particular, use the

real series there, y = x—a2x2—a3x3 — • • • and x = y+|32y2+ • • •

(x, y and coefficients all real now) ; these are shown to be invertible

and guarantee that of ours, q.e.d.

Observe that the proof assures the following more general result: if

/ is of class C1, and analytic at x0, and /'(x0) is a topological isomor-

phism of X on F, then / is a local diffeomorphism at x0, whose inverse

(existing near/(x0)) is analytic at/(xo).

The Implicit Function Theorem follows easily from the Inverse

Function Theorem in standard fashion, without changing any de-

tails except that in the assumption of class Cn, « may be a ( = ana-

lytic). We suppose the reader familiar with the proof and omit it:

Implicit Function Theorem. Let X, Y, Z be Banach spaces, A

open in XXYand (« = 1, • • • , «, a) (1) /GCBC4:Z); (2) f(x0, ya)
= 0; (3) Dif(xo, yo) a topological isomorphism of Y on Z. Then:

(a) (Existence) There is an open neighborhood of x0, N(x0), in X,

and precisely one continuous map g: N(x0)—>F3g(x0) =yo. (x, g(x))

QA,andf(x, g(x))=0;
(b) geC"(N(xo):Y);
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(c) (Implicit Differentiation) g'(x) = —D2f(x, g(x))-1 o Dif(x, g(x)).

We conclude by extending several standard results of complex vari-

able theory, so assume now that X and Y are complex Banach spaces.

Our proofs are minor modifications of standard ones for the cases at

hand.

Maximum Modulus Theorem, // D is a region in X, andf: D-+Y

is analytic, and f(x) (or only |/(x)|) is not constant, then \f(x)\ has no

maximum in D.

Proof. We assume the result when X and F are both the complex

numbers. Next assume only that X is the complex numbers, and that

the assertion is false. Then there is a point x0 such that |/(x) |

= I/(*<>) |. By Hahn-Banach, let h be a continuous linear form on Y of

norm 1, such that h(f(x0)) = |/(x0) | (>0, since/(x) is not constant).

But | hf(x) | ;£ |/(x) | si |/(xo) | = | hf(xo) |. So hf is constant on D, so

= |/(xo)| on D. But \hf(x)\ è\f(x) | always, and |/(x)| <|/(x0)| at

some points x=*|/¡/(x)| <|/¡/(x0)| for some points x. Contradiction.

So the assertion holds when X is the complex numbers. For general X,

let g(f) =/(xo+/(x—Xo)), t complex, and assume |/(x)| á|/(»o)|, all

x'm D. g is analytic in / for |i| <l+r for small enough r>0, if x is

taken close enough to x0. Then | g(t) \ ^ |/(x0) | = | g(0) | =$g constant.

So g(l) = g(0), i.e. /(x) =/(x0). Since x is arbitrary near x0, / is con-

stant near x0, hence on D. q.e.d.

Liouville's Theorem. A bounded entire function is constant.

Proof. We assume the theorem when domain and range are the

complex numbers. Suppose then/: X—»F is bounded, analytic on all

X. Let k(x) =/(x)—/(0). Then k: X-^Y is bounded entire and k(0)
= 0. Let g(t)=k(tx), t complex, and let h be any continuous linear

form on F. Then hg(t) is bounded entire, hence constant 0 since its

value atO is 0. But \g(t)\ =supm_i \hg(t)\ = 0=>g(i) = 0, hence g = 0.

But0 = g(l) = ife(x). But x was arbitrary. Sofe = 0. So/(x)=/(0). q.e.d.

Theorem (Liouville). If f: X-*Y is entire, and |/(x)| ¿X|x|",

every x, then f is a polynomial of degree at most n:f(x) = Et-o #***•

Proof. Let A be a continuous linear form on Fand/(x) = E¡T-o akXk ;

the series Ekl 1*1* nas positive radius. Then g(t) = hf(tx)

= Eí°-o hakxktk, t complex, is entire, and | hf(tx) \ ^ | h\ K \ x| " 11\n, so

g(l) (by the scalar case) is a polynomial of degree ¿j». That is,

hakxk = 0, for k>n. But |aiX*| =supni_i |Äa*x*| =0=*atx* = 0, k>n.

But x is arbitrary near 0. So a* = 0, k>n. q.e.d.
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